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INTRODUCTION
Let k be the base field, which we assume to be algebraically closed of
arbitrary characteristic. Let V be a 2n-dimensional k-vector space to-
 .gether with a nondegenerate, skew-symmetric bilinear form , . Let H s
 .  .   . <  . 4SL V and G s Sp V s A g SL V A leaves the form , invariant .
Taking the matrix of the form with respect to the standard basis
 4 .e , . . . , e of V to be1 2 n
0 ??? 1
. .0 J . .E s , J s . . /yJ 0  01 ??? 0 n=n
 .we may realize G s Sp V as the fixed point set of a certain involution s
 . s  .on SL V , namely G s H , where s : H ª H is given by s A s
t .y1 y1E A E . Let T be the maximal torus in H consisting of diagonalH
matrices, and B be the Borel subgroup of H consisting of upper triangular
matrices. Then T s T s is a maximal torus in G, and B s Bs is a BorelG H G
 .  .subgroup of G. Let R resp. R be the root system of H resp. G withH G
 . q  q.respect to T resp. T , and R resp. R the system of positive roots ofH G H G
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 .  . qR resp. R with respect to B resp. B . Then s leaves R and RH G H G H H
 q.  q .stable, and R resp. R can be identified with R resp. R moduloG G H H
 .   .. the action of s . Let N T resp. N T be the normalizer of T resp.H G H
.  .  .  .T in H resp. G . Let W resp. W denote the Weyl group N T rTG H G H H
  . . sof H resp. N T rT of G . Then W is s-stable, and W s W , and asG G H G H
 .a subgroup of W s S , W gets identified asH 2 n G
<W s a ??? a g S a s 2n q 1 y a , 1 F i F 2n . 4 .G 1 2 n 2 n i 2 nq1yi
 .  .See Section 1 for details. For a g W resp. W , we shall denote theH G
 .  .reflection g W resp. W with respect to a by r resp. s .H G a a
 .  . For w g W resp. W , let e resp. f denote the point wB resp.H G w w
s s.  .  .  .   .wB in HrB resp. GrB ; let X w s BwB mod B resp. Y w
s s s .. s B wB mod B be the associated Schubert variety in HrB resp.
s .  .  .   ..GrB . For w g W resp. W , let l w resp. l w denote the lengthH G H G
 .  .   ..of w in W resp. W , and let T w resp. S w denote the ZariskiH G
 .   ..  .tangent space to X w resp. Y w at e resp. f . Leti d id
q <N w s a g R w G r . 4 .H H a
 w x.  .   .4 Then we have cf. L-S2 T w is spanned by X , a g N w here, forya H
 .a g R , X denotes the element of the Chevalley basis of Lie H ,H a
.  .associated to a . In particular we have that X w is smooth if and only if
 .  .  w x.aN w s l w . Using this, we have the following cf. L-Sa :H H
 .Criterion for Smoothness for Schubert Varieties in SL n rB. Let w g S ,n
 .  .say w s a , . . . , a . Then X w is singular if and only if the following1 n
property holds
there exist i , j, k , l , 1 F i - j - k - l F n such that
) . either 1 a - a - a - a or 2 a - a - a - a . .  .k l i j l j k i
In this paper we give a similar criterion for smoothness of Schubert
 .varieties in Sp 2n rB. The main results of this paper are the two theorems
described below.
 .   ..Let w s a ??? a g W where G s Sp 2n . Let1 2 n G
<m s a i , 1 F i F n a ) n , 4w i
<c s a i , 1 F i F n w G s , 4w 2 « i
d s dim T w y l w . .  .w H
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 .THEOREM 1. Let w g W . Then Y w is singular if and only if theG
following property holds
¡either 1 m w - c w , .  .  .~or 2 m w s c w , and property ) holds for w , .  .  .  . )) .¢or 3 m w ) c w , and d w ) m w y c w . .  .  .  .  .  .
 .  .THEOREM 2. Let w g W , and let X w be smooth. Then so is Y w .G
 .The above two theorems are proved by a comparative study of T w and
 . w x w xS w using the results of L1, L3 . Using L1 , we obtain that s induces an
 .  .  .involution which is also denoted by just s on T w , and S w is simply
 .the orbit space of T w modulo the action of s . Let
q <N w s a g R X g S w . 4 .  .G G ya
 . w x Then using the explicit description of S w as given in L3 , we obtain cf.
.Proposition 4.5
1n w s n w q c , ² .  .  . .G H w2
 .  .  .  .where n w s aN w , n w s aN w . This then enables us to proveG G H H
Theorems 1 and 2 above.
  .  .Note the resemblance of the formula ² to the length formula l wG
1   . .  w x..s l w q m cf. L-S1 .H w2
 .1. PRELIMINARIES ON Sp 2n
Let G be a semi-simple, simply connected Chevalley group schemeZ
over the ring of integers Z. We fix a maximal torus subgroup scheme TZ
and a Borel subgroup scheme B containing T . We talk of roots, weights,Z Z
 .etc., with respect to T and B . The Weyl group scheme N T rTZ Z Z Z
  . .N T s normalizer of T is a constant group scheme and hence we talkZ Z
of the Weyl group W of G . Let Q be a parabolic subgroup scheme ofZ Z
G containing B and W , the Weyl group of Q . For any elementZ Z Q Z
 .t g WrW , let X t denote the Schubert subscheme associated to t ,Q Z
namely, the Zariski closure of B t in G rQ endowed with the canonicalZ Z Z
 .reduced structure. For any field k, the base change of X t by Spec k ªZ
 .Spec Z coincides with the Schubert variety X t , the Zariski closure ofk
B t in G rQ , endowed with the canonical reduced structure here, fork k k
any field k, we denote the objects obtained by the base change Spec k ª
.Spec Z with the suffix k .
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1.1. The Che¨alley]Bruhat Order. We have a canonical partial order in
WrW defined as follows: for t , t in WrW , we say that t G t , ifQ 1 2 Q 1 2
 .  .  .  .X t = X t . Recall that dim X t s l t , where l denotes the lengthk 1 k 2 k
function on WrW .Q
1.2. The set W Q of Minimal Representati¨ es. Given a parabolic sub-
group Q, the set W Q is given by
Q <W s w g W l ws s l w q 1, a g S .  . 4a Q
 .here S denotes the set of simple roots a such that s g W . ForQ a Q
Q  .w g W , the Schubert variety X w in GrB maps birationally onto its
image under the canonical projection p : GrB ª GrQ. In particular, we
 .   ..have dim X w s dim p X w . In the sequel, if Q is the maximal
parabolic subgroup of G corresponding to ``omitting a ,'' then we alsoj
denote W Q by W j.
 .  .1.3. The Special Linear Group SL n . Let H s SL n . It is well known
that W s S . Let Q be the maximal parabolic subgroup P given byn d
) )
P s A g SL n A s . .d  50 ) /nyd=d
We have
PdW s i s i , . . . , i 1 F i - i - ??? - i F n . 4 .  .1 d 1 2 d
  .. 1.4. The Che¨alley]Bruhat Partial Order in W SL n . For w s a ???1 1
.  .a and w s b ??? b , w , w g S , it can be easily seen thatn 2 1 n 1 2 n
 4  4w G w m b ,???, b ­ G a ,???, a ­, ; 1 F d F n y 12 1 1 d 1 d
  4  4here a ,???, a ­, b ,???, b ­ are the corresponding d-tuples arranged in1 d 1 d
 .  .ascending order; also, for two d-tuples x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y where1 d 1 d
1 F x - x - ??? - x F n and 1 F y - y - ??? - y F n, by1 2 d 1 2 d
 .  . .x , . . . , x G y , . . . , y we mean x G y , 1 F t F d . Note that the1 d 1 d t t
  ..   ..above condition is equivalent to the condition that p X w = p X w ,d 2 d 1
1 F d F n y 1, p being the canonical projection GrB ª GrP , 1 F d Fd d
n y 1.
 .1.5. The Symplectic Group Sp 2n . Let V be a 2n-dimensional k-vector
 .space together with a nondegenerate, skew-symmetric bilinear form , . Let
 .  .   . <  .H s SL V and G s Sp V s A g SL V A leaves the form , invari-
4 ant . Taking the matrix of the form with respect to the standard basis
 4 .e , . . . , e of V to be1 2 n
0 ??? 1
. .0 J . .E s , J s . . /yJ 0  01 ??? 0 n=n
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 .we may realize Sp V as the fixed point set of a certain involution s on
 . s  . t .y1 y1SL V , namely G s H , where s : H ª H is given by s A s E A E .
Thus
tG s Sp 2n s A g SL 2n AEA s E .  . 4
y1ty1s A g SL 2n E A E s A .  . 5
y1t y1s A g SL 2n E A E s A .  . 5
s H s.
 .Denoting by T resp. B the maximal torus in H consisting ofH H
diagonal matrices resp. the Borel subgroup in H consisting of upper
.triangular matrices we see easily that T , B are stable under s . We setH H
T s T s , B s Bs .G H G H
Then it follows that T is a maximal torus in G and B is a BorelG G
subgroup in G. Also, it an be seen easily that
< t y1Lie G s A g M EAE q A s 0 . 42 n
 w x.We note that the following hold cf. L-S1, L1 :
 .  .   ..I Denoting N T resp. N T as the normalizer of T in HH G H
 .  .resp. T in G , we have N T is stable under s andG H
s
N T s N T . .  . .G H
 .II The canonical map
N T rT ª N T rT .  .G G H H
is an inclusion, i.e., the Weyl group W of G can be identified canonicallyG
as a subgroup of the Weyl group W of H.H
 .III The involution s induces an involution on W . IfH
w s a ??? a g W , .1 2 n H
then
s w s c ??? c , c s 2n q 1 y a . .  .1 2 n i 2 nq1yi
Further
W s W sG H
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and hence
<W s a ??? a g S a s 2n q 1 y a , 1 F i F 2n . 4 .G 1 2 n 2 n i 2 nq1yi
 .  .Thus w s a ??? a g W is known once a ??? a is known.1 2 n G 1 n
 .  q .IV Denoting R resp. R as the set of roots of H with respect toH H
 .T resp. the set of positive roots with respect to B , we haveH H
<R s « y « i / j, 1 F i , j F 2n , 4H i j
q <R s « y « 1 F i - j F 2n , 4H i j
 4  .   ..where « , 1 F i F 2n is the canonical basis of X T s Hom T , G .i H H m
 .Now s induces an involution on X T , namely,H
s « s y« , 1 F i F 2n. .i 2 nq1yi
 q. Denoting R resp. R as the set of roots of G with respect to T resp.G G G
.the set of positive roots with respect to B , we have that s leaves RG H
q  q.  q .and R stable and R resp. R can be identified with R resp. RH G G H H
modulo the action of s . Thus we have
R s " « " « , 1 F i - j F n , " 2« , i s 1, . . . , n , 4 .G i j i
Rqs « " « , 1 F i - j F n , 2« , i s 1, . . . , n . 4 .G i j i
 . qV The simple roots in R are given byG
 4« y « , 1 F i F n y 1, 2« .i iq1 n
 4Let us denote the simple reflections in W by s , 1 F i F n , namely,G i
s s reflection with respect to « y « , 1 F i F n y 1,i i iq1
s s reflection with respect to 2« .n n
 w x.Then we have cf. B
r r , 1 F i F n y 1,i 2 nyis si  r , i s n ,n
 .where r denotes the transposition i, i q 1 , 1 F i F 2n y 1.i
 .  .VI For w g W , denoting by l w the length of w in W , i.e., theG G G
length of a reduced decomposition of w with respect to the simple
 < 4reflections u 1 F i F n in W , we havei G
1l w s l w q m w , .  .  . .G H2
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 .  < 4 where m w s a i, 1 F i F n a ) n , w being the permutation w s ai 1
.   .??? a here, l w denotes the length of w in W ; note that since2 n H H
.W ; W and w g W , we have w g W .G H G H
 .  .VII For w g W , we denote by C W, HrB the Schubert cell inH H
HrB defined by w, i.e., the subset B we in HrB here e denotesH H B H BH H
.the point in HrB corresponding to the coset B . If w g W , we denoteH H G
 .by C w, GrB the Schubert cell in GrB defined by w. If w g W , thenG G G
 .C w, HrB is stable under s and we haveH
s
C w , GrB s C w , HrB . .  . .G H
 .VIII For 1 F d F n, we let P be the maximal parabolic subgroupd
of G obtained by ``omitting the simple root a .'' Note thatd
« y « , 1 F d F n y 1d dq1
a sd  2« , d s n.n
Then it can be seen easily that W Pd, the set of minimal representatives ofG
W rW , can be identified withG Pd
¡ ¦1 1 F a - a - ??? - a F 2n . 1 2 d~ ¥ 42 for 1 F i F 2n , if i g a , . . . , a .a ??? a . . 1 d1 d¢ § 4then 2n q 1 y i f a , . . . , a1 d
 .  .  .IX For w s a ??? a , w s b ??? b , w , w g W , we have1 1 2 n 2 1 2 n 1 2 G
 4w G w m the d-tuple b , . . . , b arranged in ascending order G the2 1 1 d
 4  w x.d-tuple a , . . . , a arranged in ascending order , 1 F d F n cf. P . Hence1 d
for w g W , denoting the projection of w under W ª W rW by w d.,G G G Pd
we have for w , w g W1 2 G
d. d.  4  4w G w , 1 F d F n m b , . . . , b ­ G a ,???, a ­,2 1 1 i 1 i
; i , 1 F i F 2n y 1.
  4  4Here a ,???, a ­, b ,???, b ­ are the corresponding i-tuples arranged in1 i 1 i
.ascending order. But now, the latter condition is equivalent to w G w in2 1
W . Thus we obtain that the partial order on W is induced by the partialH G
 .  .order on W . In particular, for w s a ??? a , w s b ??? b , w , w gH 1 1 d 2 1 d 1 2
Pd  4  4W , we have w G w m b ,???, b G a ,???, a .G 2 1 1 d 1 d
 .  .  . t .y1 y1X The involution s : SL 2n ª SL 2n , A ¬ E A E , induces
an involution
s : sl 2n ª sl 2n , A ¬ yEtAEy1 s EtAE .  .
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 y1 .note that E s yE . In particular, we have, for 1 F i, j F 2n,
yE X X if i , j are both F n or both ) nj i
s E s .i j  X X  4E if one of i , j is F n and the other ) n ,j i
 .where E is the elementary matrix with 1 at the i, j th place and 0i, j
elsewhere; and iX s 2n q 1 y i, jX s 2n q 1 y j. Further
tLie G s A g sl 2n EAE s A . . 4
From the description of the positive roots and the simple roots of RG
 .  . given in IV , V , it can be easily seen that the Chevalley basis H , aa
q4simple, X , b g R for Lie G is given as" b G
H s E y E q E X X y E X X ,« y« i i iq1, iq1  iq1. ,  iq1. i ii iq1
H s E y E X X ,2 « nn n nn
X s E y E X X ,« y« i j j ii j
X s E X q E X ,« q« i j jii J
X s E X ,2 « i ii
X s E y E X X ,y « y« . ji i ji j
X s E X q E X ,y « q« . j i i ji j
X s E Xy2 « i ii
 X .here, for any l, 1 F l F 2n, l s 2n q 1 y l .
0 .2. A Z-BASIS FOR H G rP , LZ Z Z
In this section, we shall suppose that G is classical. With notation as in
Section 1, let P be a maximal parabolic subgroup in G, with associated
 .fundamental weight v. Let V be the irreducible G-module over Q withv
highest weight v. Let us fix a highest weight vector e in V . Let U denotev
the universal enveloping algebra of Lie G and U the canonical Z-form inZ
U, i.e., the Z subalgebra of U spanned by X nrn!, a being a root of G. Leta
q  y. n  n .U resp. U be the subalgebra of U spanned by X rn! resp. X rn! ,Z Z Z a ya
n g N, a , a positive root. Let
V s U e.Z Z
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 .Given t g W, t can be represented by a Z-valued point of N T and weZ
denote this by the same t . We set e s t ? e g V . Note that e is wellt Z t
.  4determined up to a unit in Z, i.e., up to "1 . We call e the extremalt
weight vectors in V . SetZ
V t s Uqe , V t s V t m Q. .  .  .Z Z t Z Z
 w x. PDEFINITION 2.1 cf. L-M-S, L-S3 . A pair of elements l, m g W is
said to be admissible if there exists a chain l s l ) l ) ??? ) l s m,0 1 r
such that
 .  .  .1 X l is a divisor in X l , 0 F i F r y 1.iq1 i
 . q2 If l s l s , for some b g R , 0 F i F r y 1, theni iq1 b iq1iq1
 U .v, s s 2.b iq1
DEFINITION 2.2. Let t g W P. A pair l, m as in Definition 2.1 is said to
 .be an admissible pair on X t , if t G l.
 w x. PTHEOREM 2.3 cf. L-M-S, L-S3 . Let t g W . Then there exists a basis
  .4  .  .  .Q l, m of the Z-module V t indexed by admissible pairs l, m on X tZ
ha¨ing the following properties:
1 .  .  .   .1 Q l, m is a weight ¨ector for the T action of weight l v q2
 ..m v .
 .   . 4  .2 Q l, m , t G u G l is a Z-basis for V u .Z
  .  . .If l s m, we denote Q m, m by just Q m .
 w x.Remark 2.4 cf. L-S3 . Once a choice of the extremal weight vectors
 .  .Q m 's has been made, the construction of Q l, m is canonical; to be very
 .  .precise, Q l, m is uniquely determined by the admissible pair l, m and
is given by
Q l, m s X ??? X Q m , .  .ya ya1 r
 .  .where l s l ) l ) ??? ) l s m, X l is a divisor in X l , l s0 1 r iq1 i i
s l , 0 F i F r y 1, l s l ) l ) ??? ) l s m being any chaina iq1 0 1 riq1
from l to m.
  .4   .4 k2.5. The elements P l, m . Let P l, m be the basis in V dual toZ
  .4  k 0 .Q l, m V s H G rB , L , L being the ample generator ofZ Z Z Z Z
 ..  w x.Pic G rP . Then we recall the following theorem cf. L-M-S, L-S3 .Z Z
  .4 0 .THEOREM 2.6. The set P l, m is a basis of H G rP , L ha¨ing theZ Z Z
following properties:
 .  .  .1 P l, m is a weight ¨ector for the T -action and is of weightZ
1y l v q m v . .  . .2
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 .  .  .  .2 Let k be any field. Set p l, m s P l, m m 1, p l, m being the
0 .  .canonical image in H G m krP m k, L m k of P l, m . Then the re-Z Z Z
 .  .  P .striction of p l, m to X t m k t g W is not identically zero if and only ifZ
t G l.
 . P   . < 4 0  . .3 For t g W , p l, m t G l is a basis for H X t , L .
3. TANGENT SPACES TO SCHUBERT VARIETIES
 .Let G be of classical type and let n s rank G . We recall below some
w xresults from L-S2, L-S3, L1 .
 .  .   j..3.1. The Ideal Sheaf I w of X w in GrB. For w g W, let X w
 . denote the projection of X w under GrB ª GrP , 1 F j F n here, Pj j
denotes the maximal parabolic subgroup associated to the simple root a ,j
.  w x.  .  .1 F j F n . Then we have cf. L-S3 that the ideal sheaf I w of X w in
GrB is generated by
¡ ¦1 l, m is an admissible pair .  .
j~ ¥in W , for some j, 1 F j F nI w s p l, m .  .
 j. j¢ §2 w h l in W .  .
  . .p l, m being as in Theorem 2.6 .
3.2. The Jacobian Matrix J . Let t , w g W be such that w G t sow , t
 .  . ythat the point e s t B in GrB g X w . Denoting by U the oppositet
 y y1.  y .big cell in GrB, we have that t U t t s U t gives an affinet
neighbourhood of e . Let J be the Jacobian matrixt w , t
qJ s X p l, m , a g t R , p l, m g I w . .  .  .  .w , t ya
 w x.We have cf. L-S2
THEOREM 3.3. Let w, t be as abo¨e. Let
there exists a p l, m g I w such .  .qR w , t s b g t R . .  . U 5that X p l, m s cp t , c g k .  .yb
Then
rank of J e s aR w , t . .  .w , t t
 .  .3.4. The Sets M w, t , N w, t . Let w, t g W, w G t . It is easily seen
 .  . U  .that X p l, m s cp t , c g k if and only if X Q t when written asyb ya
 .  .a Z-linear combination of the vectors Q u , d involves Q l, m with a
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 .  .coefficient that is nonzero in k. Let now H s SL 2n , G s Sp 2n . Let
 . w, t g W be such that w G t . Let e resp. f be the point t B resp.G t t H
.  .  .   ..t B in HrB resp. GrB . Let X w resp. Y w be the SchubertG H G
 .  .variety in HrB resp. GrB associated to e resp. f . LetH G t t
<M w , t s « y « , 1 F j - k F 2n w G a , a t in S . .  . 4a a j k 2 nj k
 .  q.Let N w, t be the set of all b g t R with the property that for allG
 .  .l, m such that Q l, m occurs with nonzero coefficient in the Z-linear
 .   . .  . <combination for X Q t in terms of the Q u , d 's , p l, m k 0.Y w .yb
 .   ..  . Let T w, t resp. S w, t be the Zariski tangent space of X w resp.
 ..  .  w x.Y w at e resp. f . Then we have cf. L-S2, L1 .t t
 .  .THEOREM 3.5. i T w, t is spanned by
X , b g M w , t . . 4yb
 .  .  .In particular, X w is smooth at e m aM w, t s l w .t H
 .  .ii S w, t is spanned by
X , b g N w , t . . 4yb
 .  .  .In particular, Y w is smooth at f m aN w, t s l w .t G
 w x.  .PROPOSITION 3.6 cf. L1 . With notations as abo¨e, let b s t a .
 .1 Let a s « y « , 1 F j - k F n, or a s 2« , 1 F j F n. Thenj k j
b g N w , t m w G s t . . b
 .  .2 Let a s « q « , 1 F j - k F n; let s resp. r be the minimumj k
 .  < < < <4resp. maximum of a , a . Thenj k
 j.  X 4w G a , . . . , a , a ,1 jy1 k
b g N w , t m . Xk .  4w G a , . . . , a , r , s a , a .Ã Ã .1 ky1 j k
 d.Here, for d, 1 F d F n, w denotes the projection of w under W ª WrW ;Pd
< <  4 .and for 1 F m F 2n, m9 s 2n q 1 y m, m s min m, 2n q 1 y m .
 .3.7. Let t , w be as abo¨e. For 1 F l, m F 2n, we ha¨e w G l, m t m w
 .G l9, m9 t , where l9 s 2n q 1 y 1, m9 s 2n q 1 y m. This obser¨ ation
together with Proposition 3.6 yields
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 w x.PROPOSITION 3.8 cf. L.1 . For a root a g R , let r denote theH a
reflection in S with respect to a . Then2 n
 .  .1 w G r t in S , if a s « y « ,¡ ¦b 2 n j k
1 F j - k F n and hence b s « y « .a aj k
 .  .2 w G r t in S , if a s « q « ,g 2 n j k
q~ ¥ .  .N w , t s b s t a , a g R .G
X1 F j - k F n where g s « y « .a aj k
 .  .3 w G r t in S , if a s 2« ,g 2 n j¢ §X1 F j F n where g s « y « .a aj j
As a consequence of Proposition 3.8, we obtain
 w x.  .PROPOSITION 3.9 cf. L1 . Notations being as abo¨e, M w, t is stable
 .  .under s and N w, t can be identified with the orbit space M w, t modulo
the action of s .
 w x.  .   ..THEOREM 3.10 cf. L1 . Let w g W . Let X w resp. Y w be theG
 .Schubert ¨ariety in HrB resp. GrB associated to w. ThenH G
s
Y w s X w scheme-theoretically . .  .  . .
4. CRITERION FOR SMOOTHNESS OF SCHUBERT
 . sVARIETIES IN Sp 2n rB
 .We keep the notations of Sections 1, 2. We shall denote SL 2n by H,
 .and Sp 2n by G. Further, B , W , etc., will denote objects on H, whileH H
q  q. B , W , etc., will denote objects on G. For a g R resp. R , r resp.G G H G a
.s shall denote the reflection with respect to a . As in Section 2, fora
 .   ..w g W , X w resp. Y w shall denote the Schubert variety in HrBG H
 .  w x.resp. GrB . We have cf. Section 3 and L3G
 .   .THEOREM 4.1. Let w g W . The tangent space to X w at e resp. Y wG id
.   .4    .4.at f is spanned by X , a g N w resp. X , a g N w whereid ya H ya G
q <N w s a g R w G r , 4 .H H a
if a s « y « or 2« , then w G si j i aqN w s a g R . .G G 5if a s « q « , then w G s or si j a 2 « i
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4.2. Some Facts about W and W . The following are easily checked:H G
 .  .1 For 1 F i - j F 2n, r s i, j .e yei j
 .2 For 1 F i - j F n,
s s i , j iX , jX , .  .« y«i j
s s i , jX iX , j . .  .« q«i j
For 1 F i F n,
s s i , iX . .2 « i
 .  .3 Let w s a ??? a g W . Then we have:1 2 n G
 .  .  X X.a For 1 F i - j F 2n, w G i, j if and only if w G i , j . Thus
 .w G s m w G i, j .« y«i j
 .  X .  X .b For 1 F i - j F n, w ) both i , j and w G i, j m w G
 X . X.  X.i , j i, j or w G i, i .
 .4.3. The Integers c and d . Let w s a ??? a g W . We definew w 1 2 n G
<c s a i , 1 F i F n w G s . 4w 2 « i
Note that
c s 0 m m s 0,w w
  ..  < 4where we recall cf. Subsection 1.5 VI that m s a i, 1 F i F n a ) n .w i
When c / 0, we definew
< Xd s min i , 1 F i F n ' j F i such that a G i . 4w j
Note that
q <X Xc s a « y « g R « y « g N w , 1 F i F n . 4 .w i i H i i H
Also note that
 .  4 Xa d is the least integer i F n such that max a ,???, a G i .w 1 i
 .b d is the least integer i F n such that w G s .w 2 « i
 .LEMMA 4.4. Let w s a ??? a g W . We ha¨e c s n q 1 y d .1 2 n G w w
The proof is immediate from the definitions of c and d .w w
 .   ..  .   ..PROPOSITION 4.5. Let n w resp. n w s aN w resp. aN w .H G H G
1 .   . .We ha¨e n w s n w q c .G H w2
 Note the resemblance of this with the length formula cf. Subsection
1 ..  .   . . .1.5 VI , l w s l w q m .G H w2
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 .Proof. We have cf. Theorem 4.1
q <N w s a g R w G r , 4 .H H a
if a s « y « or 2« then w G si j i aqN w s a g R . .G G 5if a s « q « then w G s or si j a 2 « i
 . qWe have cf. Section 1 R is s-stable, and Proposition 3.9 implies thatH
 .  .  .N w is s-stable, and N w is the orbit space of N w modulo theH G H
action of s . The result follows from this noting that the fixed points in
 .  X.XN w are precisely « y « such that w G j, j .H j j
 .4.6. The Element w . Let w s a ??? a g W . For 1 F i F n, the1 1 2 n G
 .entry i will be denoted by just i, while its Sp 2n -conjugate 2n q 1 y i will
X < <  X4be denoted by i . Also, for 1 F k F 2n, we shall denote k s min k, k .
< <Let t F n be the integer such that a s n. We define w as an element oft 1
  ..  .  4W Sp 2n y 2 , by w s b ??? b where the set b ,???, b is1 1 2 ny2 1 2 ny2
 4 XXsimply the set a ,???, a with a , a deleted, and an entry i in w is to be1 2 n t t 1
 .  .understood as the Sp 2n y 2 -conjugate of i, namely 2 n y 1 q 1 y i
 .s 2n y 1 y i . To make it very precise, we define a bijective map
 4  4p : 1,???, n y 1 ª 1,???, n _ t 4 .
given by
i if i - t ,
p i s .  i q 1 if i G t .
 .Then b ??? b is given by1 ny1.
a if a - n ,p  i. p  i.
b si  a y 2 if a ) np  i. p  i.
  .   ..note that b ??? b , as an element of W Sp 2n y 2 is completely1 2 ny2
 4.known by knowing b ,???, b .1 ny1.
 .LEMMA 4.7. Let w s a ??? a g W . Further, let m / 0. Let r be1 2 n G w
an integer F n. The following are equi¨ alent.
 .1 d s r.w
 . X X X2 a F r , i - r, and if a - r , i - r, then a G r .i i r
 .Proof. Let d s r. Then the assertion 2 follows from the definition ofw
d .w
 . XLet now 2 hold. This implies that a G r , for some k F r ; further, fork
 4 X Xi - r, max a ,???, a F r - i . Hence we obtain that r is the smallest1 i
 4 X integer i with the property that max a ,???, a G i . Hence we obtain cf.1 i
.Subsection 4.3 that d s r.w
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4.8. The Integer j . Let the notations be as in Lemma 4.7. Let m / 0.w w
If a - rX, i - r, then we define j s r.i w
In the alternating case, we define j to be the unique integer i - r suchw
X  .that a s r . Note that j F d s r .i w w
We recall below the criterion for smoothness for Schubert varieties in
 . w xSL n rB as given in L-Sa .
 .   ..  .THEOREM 4.9. Let w s a , . . . , a g W SL n . Then X w is singular1 n
if and only if the following property holds
there exist i , j, k , l , 1 F i - j - k - l F 2n such that
) . either 1 a - a - a - a or 2 a - a - a - a . .  .k l i j l j k i
As an immediate consequence of the above theorem, we obtain
 .  .THEOREM 4.10. Let w s a ??? a g W . Then, if X w is smooth,1 2 n G
 .then so is X w .1
 .Given w s a ??? a g W , let w be as in Subsection 4.6. The1 2 n G 1
following proposition spells out the relationship between m and mw w1
 .resp. c and c .w w1
 .PROPOSITION 4.11. Let w s a ??? a g W . Then1 2 n G
 .1 m s m or m q 1.w w w1 1
 .2 c s c or c q 1.w w w1 1
 . Proof. The assertion 1 is immediate from the definition of m cf.w
 ..Subsection 1.5 VI .
Let s s c .1 w1
If s s 0, then m s 0, and hence m s 0 or 1. Hence, we obtain,1 w w1
c s 0 or 1, according to whether m s 0 or 1.w w
Let then s ) 0. Let d s r , j s j . Note that r s n y s cf.1 w 1 w 1 1 11 1
.  .Lemma 4.4 ; also, j F r cf. Subsection 4.8 . In the proof below, we will1 1
  ..   ..be required to consider both W Sp 2n and W Sp 2n y 2 , simultane-
X   .ously. For an integer i, 1 F i F n, i shall denote 2n q 1 y i the Sp 2n -
. !conjugate of i , while for an integer j, 1 F j F n y 1, j shall denote
 .  .   . .2 n y 1 q 1 y j s 2n y 1 y j the Sp 2n y 2 -conjugate of j . Let
< <  .t F n be the integer such that a s n cf. Subsection 4.6 . We divide thet
proof into the following cases.
Case 1. j s r1 1
 .  . Writing w s b ??? b cf. Subsection 4.6 , we have cf. Lemma1 1 2 ny2
.4.7
b G r !, b - r !, i - r . ) .j 1 i 1 11
We further divide this case into the following two subcases.
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 .  .Subcase 1 a . a comes before a here, p is as in Subsection 4.6 .t p  j .1
 .  . This implies p j s j q 1, a s a s a . Hence we obtain in1 1 p  j . j q1 r q11 1 1
 ..view of )
XXa s b q 2 G r ) r q 1 . 1 .  .r q1 r 1 11 1
Also for i - r q 1, i / t, we have1
b q 2, if b ) n y 1,i ia sp  i.  b , if b F n y 1.i i
  ..Hence we obtain using *
a - rX , i - r q 1,i 1 1
i.e.,
a F r q 1 9, i - r q 1. .i 1 1
 .  .  .From 1 and 2 , we obtain in view of Lemma 4.7
d s r q 1.w 1
Hence
c s n q 1 y d s n y r s s s c . .w w 1 1 w1
 .   ..Subcase 1 b . a comes after a . In this case we have in view of *t p  j .1
p j s j s r , a s b q 2 G rX , .  .1 1 1 r r 11 1
and
for i - r , a - rX . 4 .1 i 1
 .  .  .From 3 and 4 , we obtain in view of Lemma 4.7
d s r .w 1
Hence
c s n q 1 y d s n q 1 y r s s q 1 s c q 1. .w w 1 1 w1
Case 2. j - r1 1
 .In this case, we have cf. Lemma 4.7
b s r !, b - r !, i - r , i / j . )) .j 1 i 1 1 11
Here again, we further divide this case into the following two subcases.
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 .  .Subcase 2 a . a comes before a . This implies p j s j q 1, at p  j . 1 1 p  j .1 1X   ..s a s r . Hence as above we obtain in view of ))j q1 11
a s b q 2 s rX , 5 .j q1 j 11 1
for i - r , i / j q 1, a - rX . 6 .1 1 i 1
 .  .  .From 5 and 6 , we obtain in view of Lemma 4.7
d s rw 1
 .note that j q 1 F r . Hence1 1
c s n q 1 y d s n q 1 y r s s q 1 s c q 1. .w w 1 1 w1
 . Subcase 2 b . a comes after a . In this case we have in view oft p  j .1
 ..))
p j s j , a s b q 2 s rX , 7 .  .1 1 j j 11 1
and
for i - r , i / j , a - rX . 8 .1 1 i 1
 .  .  .From 7 and 8 , we obtain in view of Lemma 4.7
d s r .w 1
Hence
c s n q 1 y d s n q 1 y r s s q 1 s c q 1. .w w 1 1 w1
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.11.
 .  .4.12. The Integer d . For w g W , we define d s n w y l w .w H w H H
   ..Note that in view of Theorem 4.1, d G 0, ;w g W SL 2n with equalityw
 . .iff X w is smooth.
LEMMA 4.13. Let w g W . ThenG
1n w y l w s d w q c y m . .  .  . .G G w w2
 .The proof follows from Subsection 1.5 VI and Proposition 4.5.
 .PROPOSITION 4.14. Let w g W . If X w is smooth then m s c .G w w
 .Proof. by induction on n . The starting point of induction is n s 2. We
 .  .  .have H s SL 4 . The smooth X w 's with w g Sp 4 are precisely
1234 , 2143 , 1324 , 2413 , 3142 , 4321 . .  .  .  .  .  .
For all of these w's, it is easily seen that m s c .w w
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 .Let now n G 3. Let w be as in Subsection 4.6. Then we have X w is1 1
 .smooth cf. Theorem 4.10 . Further, by the induction hypothesis, m s c .w w1 1
 .We have cf. Proposition 4.11 m s m q 1 or m s m . We mayw w w w1 1
 .suppose cf. Subsection 4.3 m ) 0. We divide the proof into the follow-w
ing two cases.
Case 1. m s m q 1. By Proposition 4.11, c s c q 1 or c .w w w w w1 1 1
Claim 1. c s c q 1. If possible, let us assume that c s c . Thenw w w w1 1
the assumption implies that m s c s c , while m s m q 1. Hencew w w w w1 1 1
we obtain m ) c . This together with Lemma 4.13 implies d sw w w
  .  ..  ..  .2 n w y l w q m y c ) 0. Hence we obtain that X w is singu-G G w w
 .lar contradicting the hypothesis that X w is smooth. Hence our assump-
tion is wrong, and Claim 1 follows. Now Claim 1 implies
c s c q 1 s m q 1 s m .w w w w1 1
This proves the required result in this case.
 .Case 2. m s m . Let us denote m s m by s. We have s ) 0. Letw w w w1 1
 . < <w s a ??? a . Let t F n be the integer such that a s n. The hypothe-1 2 n t
 . sis m s m implies that a s n. Let w s b ??? b cf. Subsectionw w t 1 1 2 ny21
.  < 4 4.6 . Let b s max b i F n y 1, b G n note that b exists, since m )m i i m w1
.0 .
Claim 2. b F n y 1, ; i - m. If possible, let us assume that therei
exists a p - m such that b G n. As in the proof of Proposition 4.11, letp
!   . . Xj s 2n y 1 y j the Sp 2n y 2 -conjugate of j , 1 F j F n y 1, and i s
  . .2n q 1 y i the Sp 2n -conjugate of i , 1 F i F n. We have b - b ,p m
 ! .  ! .b s b ) b s b . This implies that w has the form2 ny1yp p 2 ny1ym m 1
. . . , b , . . . , b , . . . , b , . . . , b , . . . , .p m 2 ny1ym 2 ny1yp
where p - m - 2n y 1 y m - 2n y 1 y p, and b - b -2 ny1ym 2 ny1yp
 .  .b - b . This implies cf. Theorem 4.9 that X w is singular, a contradic-p m 1
tion. Hence Claim 2 follows.
Claim 3. a appears before a , p being as in Subsection 4.6. Ift p m.
 .possible, let us assume that a appears after a . Then p m s m, and wt p m.
has the form
. . . a , . . . , a , . . . , a , . . . , a , . . . , .m t 2 nq1yt 2 nq1ym
where a s n, a s n q 1, a s b q 2 G n q 2, and a F nt 2 nq1yt m m 2 nq1ym
y 1. Thus we obtain m - t - 2n q 1 y t - 2n q 1 y m, a - a2 nq1ym t
 .  .- a - a . This implies cf. Theorem 4.9 that X w is singular, a2 nq1yt m
contradiction.
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Hence Claim 3 follows.
Claim 4. b G n, ; i, m F i F n y 1. If possible, let us assume thati
there exists a j, m - j F n y 1 such that b F n y 1.j
 .  ! .1 If b ) b s b , then w has the formj 2 ny1ym m 1
. . . , b , . . . , b , . . . , b , . . . , b , . . . , .m j 2 ny1yj 2 ny1ym
where m - j - 2n y 1 y j - 2n y 1 y m, and b - b - b2 ny1ym j 2 ny1yj
 .  .- b . This implies cf. Theorem 4.9 that X w is singular, a contradic-m 1
tion.
 .2 If b - b , then w has the formj 2 ny1ym
. . . , a , . . . , a , . . . , a , . . . , a , . . . , a , . . . , a , . . . , .t mq1 jq1 2 nyj 2 nym 2 nq1yt
 . where a s b q 2, a s b F n y 1 note that in view of Claim 3,mq 1 m jq1 j
 . .  .p i s i q 1, i G m . We have since b - bj 2 ny1ym
a - a F n y 1jq1 2 nym
   .X. note that b G n implies a G n q 2 s n y 1 , and hence a sm mq1 2 nym
X . .a F n y 1 . This implies w has the formmq 1
. . . , a , . . . , a , . . . , a , . . . , a , . . . , .t mq1 jq1 2 nym
where t - m q 1 - j q 1 - 2n y m, and a - a - a - a . Thisjq1 2 nym t mq1
 .  .implies cf. Theorem 4.9 that X w is singular, a contradiction.
Thus our assumption is wrong, and Claim 4 follows.
Now Claims 2 and 4 imply that m s n y m, and hence m s n y sw1
 .  .! recall that m s s . Also, m s s implies that b G n y s s n y 1w w m1 1
.q s . Hence we obtain
X
a s b q 2 G n q 1 q s s 2n q 1 y m ) m q 1 , .  .mq 1 m
Xfor i - m q 1, a F n - m q 1 . .i
 .Hence we obtain cf. Lemma 4.7 d s m q 1 s n q 1 y s, and hencew
c s s s m s m . Thus we obtain c s m , as required.w w w w w1
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.14.
Remark 4.15. The converse of Proposition 4.14 need not be true. For
 .   ..  .example, let w s 356124 g W Sp 6 . Then m s c s 2, but X w isw w
singular.
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 .  .THEOREM 4.16. Let w g W . If X w is smooth, then so is Y w .G
 .Proof. We have cf. Lemma 4.13
1n w y l w s d w q c y m . .  .  . .G G w w2
 . The hypothesis that X w is smooth implies cf. Theorem 4.1, Proposition
.  .  .  .4.14 d s 0, m s c . Hence we obtain n w s l w , and hence Y ww w w G G
  .  .is smooth note that n w is the dimension of the tangent space to Y wG
 ..at Id cf. theorem 4.1 .
Remark 4.17. We observe that our proof of Theorem 4.16 being
characteristic-free, Theorem 4.16 holds in all characteristics. In character-
istic zero, the above theorem may also be proved using Theorem 3.10, and
 .  .the fact that s : X w ª X w is an automorphism of finite order.
 .  .COROLLARY 4.18. Let w g W , and let X w be singular, Y w beG
smooth. Then m ) c .w w
 .Proof. The hypotheses together with Lemma 4.13 imply d w s m yw
 .c , and d w ) 0. Hence we obtain m ) c .w w w
THEOREM 4.19. Let w g W . Then we ha¨e the following:G
 .  .  .i Let m s c . Then Y w is singular if and only if X w is singular.w w
 .  .ii Let m - c . Then Y w is singular.w w
 .  .  .iii Let m ) c . Then Y w is singular if and only if d w ) m y c .w w w w
Proof. All of the assertions are immediate consequences of Lemma
4.13.
Using Theorem 4.19, we give below a criterion for smoothness of
Schubert varieties in GrB in terms of the corresponding permutationsG
 w x.in the same spirit as in L-Sa .
 .THEOREM 4.20. Let w g W , w s a ??? a . Then the following areG i 2 n
equi¨ alent.
 .  .1 Y w is singular
 .2 w has the following property,
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